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The Raven Mar 05 2020 Well-known throughout the Northern Hemisphere, the raven
has a prominent place in myth, legend and history. Focusing on the raven's ecology in
the UK, this text presents a summary of the state of knowledge regarding the raven's
natural history, describing its present distribution, habitat requirements, call, feeding
habits, social behaviour and population centres. An emphasis is placed on the long
association of the bird with humans, and useful comparisons of the Northern
Hemisphere species are made.
Heart of the Raven Collector's Edition Jul 09 2020 A myth with the power to destroy
the world… Katelina has barely recovered from the chaos of Malick’s revolt, yet she

and Jorick must go to Munich to testify before the True Council. To make matters
worse, they’re assigned an entourage that includes Verchiel, a vampire Katelina never
wants to see again. Her hatred is forgotten when Malick and his henchmen penetrate
the stronghold in Munich. Instead of returning home, Jorick leads them on a quest to
reclaim the Heart of the Raven. Said to be the disembodied heart of Lilith, the relic
may be more reality than myth, and if it falls into the wrong hands it could have
disastrous consequences for the world. Can they reach its hiding place before Malick?
The fifth installment of the Amaranthine series sees Jorick and Katelina draw closer as
they surround themselves with old allies and new friends to outwit the machinations of
the ancient master. Katelina will have to draw on her inner strength if she wants to
survive because there’s no room for the fainthearted in a world where darkness is
eternal and the night tastes like blood. Collector's Edition contains the Heart of the
Raven Mini-Prologue Collection.
The Raven Oct 04 2022
Rosie the Raven Dec 02 2019 When the last egg in the raven's nest hatches, little
Rosie, a girl, emerges and tries unsuccessfully to do whatever her feathered brothers
and sisters do, but finally realizes there are certain things that only she can do.
Raven Jul 29 2019 The basis for the upcoming HBO miniseries and the "definitive
account of the Jonestown massacre" (Rolling Stone) -- now available for the first time
in paperback. Tim Reiterman’s Raven provides the seminal history of the Rev. Jim
Jones, the Peoples Temple, and the murderous ordeal at Jonestown in 1978. This PEN
Award–winning work explores the ideals-gone-wrong, the intrigue, and the grim
realities behind the Peoples Temple and its implosion in the jungle of South America.
Reiterman’s reportage clarifies enduring misperceptions of the character and motives
of Jim Jones, the reasons why people followed him, and the important truth that many
of those who perished at Jonestown were victims of mass murder rather than suicide.
This widely sought work is restored to print after many years with a new preface by the
author, as well as the more than sixty-five rare photographs from the original volume.
The Truth of the Black Dragon Jan 03 2020 The first time Luzi meets the black
dragon named Knight he says, “I am here so you can pass on the truth of the human’s
dark side and to clear up your own. I am here so you can pass on the truth of what
people call their dark side. This has to be integrated into the trinity which is your I Am,
your Master Wisdom or soul that is your wisdom gathered through all your lives, and
your human self.” Sekhmet is back in the family as the cat Boomer, but now also as the
black lion goddess when she teams up with the black dragon. New entities and
creatures will also join the family, and other changes emerge. Luzi finds out what our
mind and memory really are, and how Artificial Intelligence at some point will create
human emotions. Luzi and Ju-long’s daughter, Julia, play a vital role in building the
local village into an influential part of a much greater area. This book is part four of a
series, but contains a complete story in its own right, even though the story develops
through the series.
Dining at The Ravens Oct 24 2021 At The Ravens, dinner is more than just a meal.

It's a feast for your spirit. Located on the Mendocino coast at the only vegan resort in
the United States, The Ravens Restaurant at the Stanford Inn by the Sea embodies a
mindful, compassionate, and sustainable dining experience in an enchanting and
unforgettable setting. Now in Dining at The Ravens, Jeff and Joan Stanford, the Inn
and restaurant founders, bring the Ravens culinary experience into your home.
Teeming with beautiful photographs, Dining at The Ravens features more than 150
delicious vegan recipes and shares the charming history of the Inn and restaurant,
cooking tips for perfect recipe execution, and even inspiration for creating your own
garden. Discover one of the restaurant's most popular breakfast dishes, Citrus Polenta
with Braised Garden Greens and a Creamy Toasted Cashew Sauce, and many others,
such as: Ravens Sea Palm Strudel Indian-Spiced Polenta Napoleon Mushroom Pesto
and Sun-Dried Tomato Burger Ravens Spicy Peanut Curry Sea Palm Sweet Summer
Corn Bisque Peach Huckleberry Cobbler Pull up a seat and find out why vegans and
non-vegans alike flock to The Ravens for an extraordinary dining experience.
The Raven's Eye Oct 12 2020 DCI David Brock and DI Kathy Kolla, of Scotland
Yard, find themselves pulled into a case of murder, a mysterious death among the
houseboats that line the canals around greater London, in Barry Maitland's The Raven's
Eye. DI Kathy Kolla of Scotland Yard is called in as a matter of course by the local
Paddington police when a woman turns up dead in what appears to be an accident. On
her houseboat, Vicky Hawks is found by one of her neighbors having apparently
succumbed to carbon monoxide poisoning due to improper ventilation of the
narrowboat's heating system. But while the cause of death seems apparent and there's
no reason for Kolla to think otherwise, something about this death still bothers her.
Meanwhile, her boss, DCI Brock, is wrestling with harsh budget cuts and a new
Commander who is determined to make fundamental changes to the system—including
limiting resources devoted to investigations. Struggling against the limitations imposed
by the new order at Scotland Yard, Brock and Kolla find themselves pulling at the
loose strings in the death of Vicky Hawks, trying to find out who she really was, what
she was up to, and how her death might be related to another earlier tragic accidental
death.
The Raven Tower Apr 17 2021 Gods meddle in the fates of men, men play with the
fates of gods, and a pretender must be cast down from the throne in this masterful first
fantasy novel from Ann Leckie, New York Times bestselling author and winner of the
Hugo, Nebula, and Arthur C. Clarke Awards. "It's a delight to read something so
different, so wonderful and strange."-Patrick Rothfuss "Absolutely wonderful...utterly
brilliant."-The New York Times Book Review For centuries, the kingdom of Iraden has
been protected by the god known as the Raven. He watches over his territory from atop
a tower in the powerful port of Vastai. His will is enacted through the Raven's Lease, a
human ruler chosen by the god himself. His magic is sustained by the blood sacrifice
that every Lease must offer. And under the Raven's watch, the city flourishes. But the
Raven's tower holds a secret. Its foundations conceal a dark history that has been
waiting to reveal itself...and to set in motion a chain of events that could destroy Iraden

forever. For more from Ann Leckie, check out:Ancillary JusticeAncillary
SwordAncillary Mercy Provenance
The Raven Speaks Apr 29 2022 THE RAVEN SPEAKS is a story that is part fictional
and part true. I chose Kenner, Louisiana, a beautiful southern city for the distinguished
setting of this book. The Raven is a symbolic figure used to guide the main character
Mr. Daniels into spiritual truth. Mr. Daniels is chosen to advise the world that a
spiritual change is coming and that Human kind must prepare for this change. THE
RAVEN SPEAKS is a spiritual journey that carries you beyond this earthly depth to a
celestial height beyond imagination. Mattie Simms was born in Yazoo City,
Mississippi. She is the youngest of three children. The offspring of her father a
Blacksmith and mother a Literature Professor. She accredits her mother for her interest
in writing. Some of her poetry was published in the GREAT AMERICAN POETRY
ANTHOLOGY and the NATIONAL LIBRARY OF POETRY. Her love for children
inspired her to write more books. Some of her catalog includes THE CHRISTMAS
WELL, THE PETS FIREWORKS, and THE "Q" KIDS and THE "Q" KIDS HEALTH
CENTER BOOK. Mattie Simms currently resides in Los Angeles, California.
Presently, she is working on UNVEILED THOUGHTS her first book of poetry.
www.TheQKidsKanlearn.com
Archie Greene and the Raven's Spell Jan 27 2022 Archie and the Alchemist's Club
have been rewriting the magical spells contained within books, but someone is drawing
on their power for evil purposes. The museum Elders confirm that their worst fears
have come true - the Dark Flame is rising, and they can only stop it by uncovering
Fabian Grey's prophecy. Archie vows to help - but is he more closer to the prophecy
than he knows? And who is behind the mysterious notes for him, labelled F. G, and
with the sign of a raven? With traitors at the museum, and dark magic on the rise, it
will be up to Archie to uncover his destiny, protect his friends, and save magic as he
knows it.
Borrowed Breath Apr 05 2020 This is a book of poems about our relationship to our
environment and other lives that share our earthly home-from the forest, to the sea, to
the desert. These are poems of understanding who we are, why we are here, and where
we are going.
Eye of the Raven Sep 03 2022 From the Edgar Award–winning author of Bone Rattler.
“Evocative language, tight plotting, and memorable characters make this a standout”
(Publishers Weekly, starred review). With the aid of the Native American Shaman
Conawago, Duncan McCallum has begun to heal from the massacre of his Highland
clan by the British. But his new life is shattered when he and Conawago discover a
dying Virginian officer nailed to an Indian shrine tree. To their horror, the authorities
arrest Conawago and schedule his hanging. As Duncan begins a desperate search for
the truth, he finds himself in a maelstrom of deception and violence. The year is 1760,
and while the British army wishes to dismiss the killing as another casualty of its war
with France, Duncan discovers a pattern of ritualistic murders related to provincial
treaty negotiations and struggles between tribal factions. Ultimately he realizes that to

find justice, he must brave the sprawling colonial capital of Philadelphia. There the
answers are to be found in a tangle of Quakers, Christian Indians, and a scientist
obsessed with the electrical experiments of the celebrated Dr. Franklin. With the tragic
resolution in sight, Duncan understands the real mysteries underlying his quest lie in
the hearts of natives who, like his Highland Scots, have glimpsed the end of their world
approaching. “The pleasures of Eliot Pattison’s books, and Eye of the Raven is another
smashing example, are threefold: high adventure in perilous landscapes, a hero
stubbornly seeking the truth, and the haunting mysteries of ancient cultures.” —Otto
Penzler, editor of The Big Book of Female Detectives
Dining at The Ravens Feb 13 2021 At The Ravens, dinner is more than just a meal.
It's a feast for your spirit. Located on the Mendocino coast at the only vegan resort in
the United States, The Ravens Restaurant at the Stanford Inn by the Sea embodies a
mindful, compassionate, and sustainable dining experience in an enchanting and
unforgettable setting. Now in Dining at The Ravens, Jeff and Joan Stanford, the Inn
and restaurant founders, bring the Ravens culinary experience into your home.
Teeming with beautiful photographs, Dining at The Ravens features more than 150
delicious vegan recipes and shares the charming history of the Inn and restaurant,
cooking tips for perfect recipe execution, and even inspiration for creating your own
garden. Discover one of the restaurant's most popular breakfast dishes, Citrus Polenta
with Braised Garden Greens and a Creamy Toasted Cashew Sauce, and many others,
such as: Ravens Sea Palm Strudel Indian-Spiced Polenta Napoleon Mushroom Pesto
and Sun-Dried Tomato Burger Ravens Spicy Peanut Curry Sea Palm Sweet Summer
Corn Bisque Peach Huckleberry Cobbler Pull up a seat and find out why vegans and
non-vegans alike flock to The Ravens for an extraordinary dining experience.
The Raven Dec 14 2020 From the New York Times bestselling author of the Gabriel
series comes a dark, sensual tale of romance in a city shrouded in mystery . . . Raven
Wood spends her days at Florence’s Uffizi gallery restoring Renaissance art. But an
innocent walk home after an evening with friends changes her life forever. When she
intervenes in the senseless beating of a homeless man, his attackers turn on her,
dragging her into an alley. Raven is only semiconscious when their assault is
interrupted by a cacophony of growls followed by her attackers’ screams. Mercifully,
she blacks out, but not before catching a glimpse of a shadowy figure who whispers to
her . . . Cassita vulneratus. When Raven awakes, she is inexplicably changed. Upon
returning to the Uffizi, no one recognizes her. More disturbingly, she discovers that
she’s been absent an entire week. With no recollection of her disappearance, Raven
learns that her absence coincides with one of the largest robberies in Uffizi
history—the theft of a set of priceless Botticelli illustrations. When the police identify
her as their prime suspect, Raven is desperate to clear her name. She seeks out one of
Florence’s wealthiest and most elusive men in an attempt to uncover the truth. Their
encounter leads Raven to a dark underworld whose inhabitants kill to keep their secrets
...
Landor's Cottage Jun 07 2020 This vintage book contains Edgar Allen Poe’s 1849 short

story, “Landor's Cottage”. Unlike the majority of Poe’s work, this story is devoid of
mystery, murder, and the macabre; instead, it is a detailed and masterful description of
a lone cottage. A perfect example of Poe’s famous descriptive prowess, “Landor's
Cottage” will appeal to fans of his marvellous work, and is not to be missed by the
discerning collector. Edgar Allan Poe (1809–1849) was an American author, editor,
poet, and critic. Most famous for his stories of mystery and horror, he was one of the
first American short story writers, and is widely considered to be the inventor of the
detective fiction genre. Many antiquarian books such as this are becoming increasingly
rare and expensive. We are republishing this volume now in an affordable, high-quality
edition complete with a specially commissioned new biography of the author.
The Raven and the Loon Aug 29 2019 In the time before animals were as they are
today, Raven and Loon were both white. Their feathers had no colour at all. Raven
spent his days swooping through the sky trying to fight off his incessant boredom,
while loon spent her days in her iglu working away on her sewing. One day, too bored
to even fly, Raven visited Loon and suggested a sewing game that would give their
feathers some much-needed colour. The results - not at all what the two birds expected
- led to Raven and Loon acquiring their now-familiar coats. This whimsical retelling of
a pan-Arctic traditional story features lively, colourful illustrations from Kim Smith.
The Angel and The Raven Feb 25 2022 The fifth book in the Robin Oracle Psychic
Mystery Series. While in the middle of a case, Robin takes Malissa on a vacation cruise
through the Panama canal. Robin is dealing with personal issues and is contemplating
quitting Hawk's Heroes. While cruising, trouble finds Robin and Malissa, so, while Lt.
Hawk and company deal with the Crow's mayhem in San Diego, Robin and Malissa try
to solve a mystery at sea. From San Diego to the Panama Canal the mysteries unravel
until... But, that would be telling. I hope you enjoy reading about them as much as I
enjoyed writing about them. PDG
Beneath the Raven's Moon May 19 2021 The author of The Island pens a gothic
romance filled with “nail-biting suspense . . . A taut edge-of-your-seat thriller” (RT
Book Reviews). Twenty years ago, Catherine Carmichael and her mother fled
Ravenswood after Catherine’s father mysteriously disappeared. Now, Catherine finds
herself back on the small peninsula to attend the reading of her eccentric uncle’s will. It
is in the very mansion her own grandfather built amongst ghostly servants, chilling
houseguests, and a mysterious and captivating stranger that Catherine must finally
unlock the dark secrets of her past. “Jill Jones is one of the top new writing talents of
the day.” —Affaire de Coeur
Bulletin of the Michigan Ornithological Club Jul 01 2022
Flight of the Raven Oct 31 2019 Flight Of The Raven by Rebecca York released on
Oct 25, 1994 is available now for purchase.
Penny Preston and the Raven's Talisman Dec 26 2021 When Food Fights Open a
Dimensional Rift. When Shadow-monsters attack in the cafeteria, eighth-grader Penny
Preston panics, starts a food fight and unknowingly creates a trans-dimensional rift.
Summoned to the counselor’s office, she expects suspension, but instead discovers that

she is misaligned: that means she exists in more than three dimensions at once. Unless
she immediately begins training to learn to handle her powerful abilities, she risks
losing her sanity. She agrees to secretly train with her counselor and his friend Master
Poe, an exile from the seventh dimension trapped in a raven’s body, to keep her home
town, Piper Falls, safe from higher-dimensional beings seeking to gain god-like powers
in our dimension. Together with Simon, her telepathic multi-dimensional cat, Penny
struggles to save her relationship with her best friend, protect her universe, and uncover
her connection to Arthurian myth.
The Raven Nov 12 2020 The legendary musician’s distinctive artistic take on Edgar
Allan Poe includes “some of the most personal lyrics of his career” (Rolling Stone).
One of the most influential and innovative recording artists of the past three decades,
Lou Reed has always offered a shrewd view of life in the big city in all its colors. It is
no surprise, then, that he considers Edgar Allan Poe a spiritual forefather. In The
Raven, Reed immerses himself in Poe’s enigmatic world and sets out to reimagine his
work to mesmerizing effect. In 2001 Lou Reed, legendary theater director Robert
Wilson, and an all-star cast presented the musical POEtry at the Brooklyn Academy of
Music. Reed’s subsequent studio adaptation, The Raven, has been hailed as one of his
more daring and challenging albums. Here, accompanied by photographs by the
acclaimed artist and director Julian Schnabel, is the definitive text of the CD release.
The Raven includes Reed's distinctive takes on Poe’s most celebrated works, as well as
song lyrics written for the musical. It is a fascinating meeting between a dark chronicler
of the twentieth century and his nineteenth-century counterpart; the work of one
iconoclastic genius offering a haunting exploration of another.
Warriors of the Raven Mar 29 2022 The Legendeer opens the gateway between our
world and the world of the myths, between triumph and tragedy. The Gamesmaster
almost has us at his mercy. Twice before fourteen-year-old Phoenix has battled against
him in Shadow of the Minotaur and Vampyr Legion, but Warriors of the Raven is the
game at its most complex and deadly level. Set in the world of Norse myth, Phoenix
enters the arena for the final conflict. Join him in Asgard to fight Loki, the Mischiefmaker, the terrifying Valkyries, dragons and fire demons - and hope for victory. Our
future depends on him. The Legendeer is more than just a game. Play it if you dare.
The Raven Room Sep 22 2021 A searing erotic thriller perfect for those tantalized by
A. R. Torre’s Deanna Madden series . . . Anything you can imagine. Everything you
crave. For the members of The Raven Room, it’s every fantasy fulfilled. But for some,
that desire is a matter of life and death. Drawn by a need he cannot control, Julian
ventures to The Raven Room, a secret and exclusive sex club in the underbelly of
Chicago. It goes beyond sex. It goes beyond kink. The Raven Room is the only place
where Julian finds release from the dangerous urges that threaten to destroy the
successful life he’s worked so hard to build. Meredith’s body can’t get enough of
Julian. He has opened her sexual horizons to tempting new possibilities. But out of bed
she’s an aspiring journalist, and The Raven Room is the story she’s been looking for.
By writing an exposé on the club and its elite clientele, she plans to launch her career.

But when the police link The Raven Room to the death of a young woman, it threatens
to expose a number of powerful people—people who would kill to stay anonymous.
And Meredith must decide how much she can trust the man who has laid bare her
erotic nature—and how much she will sacrifice in order to protect him . . . “The Raven
Room will have everything you could possibly want and more.” —San Francisco Book
Review “With a cliffhanger ending, The Raven Room will leave readers wondering
what will happen next.” —RT Book Reviews
Witches of Raven's Landing Series Boxed Set: Books 1 - 3 (A Coven of her Own,
Cuckoo in the Coven, Chaos in the Coven) : Paranormal Romances Feb 02 2020
Dive in to a world of magic, desire and danger. Introducing Raven's Landing, a sleepy
Cornish harbour town, a sanctuary where witches have lived in harmony for centuries until now! This bundle includes the first three books in the Witches of Raven’s
Landing series. Sexy paranormals with mystery and adventure, time-travel elements
and a whole heap of action and romance. Each story represents a tale from a member of
the Raven’s Landing coven, with familiar characters reappearing throughout the series
to face the foes thrust upon them. Warning: may contain witches, ghosts, demons, and
vampires. The Paranormal Romance Guild granted all three books five magical stars.
The Raven's Trail (Book 1) Jul 21 2021 Since she was a child, Chloe Doyle has had
vivid dreams about a Native American prince living in a time long forgotten. When she
finds a stone that matches the one in her dreams, she accidentally unlocks immense
powers she can’t control. Fueled by memories of someone else’s past, she sets off on a
wild quest for the stone’s birth place, hoping to find answers to her foreboding dreams.
But she ends up finding much more than that, in the form of a man who will test every
ounce of her patience. On the outside, Mason Green seems like a hard-hearted, nononsense type of guy, with too busy a life for romance. Very few people know the real
reason for his self-imposed seclusion. It’s safer that way. But when Miss Chloe Doyle
barges in, he’s forced to get out of hiding and face the ghosts of his past.
The Drawing room. Mar Sep 30 2019
The Raven's Assignment Aug 02 2022 Special Agent Jesse Colton had a strong
instinct to say no to sweet, vulnerable Samantha Cosgrove. Not because he doubted her
shocking claim—that her boss was sharing government secrets—but because the
innocently seductive blond beauty made him want to say yes…to anything her heart
desired. He was one of the Agency's finest. But Samantha wished someone had warned
her that Jesse Colton was tall, dark and handsome. Now he was posing as her boyfriend
to protect her from a dangerous web of deceit—but his own “pretend” kisses made her
traitorous body wish he'd perform more husbandly duties….
Bulletin of the Michigan Ornithological Club Jun 19 2021
The Raven, the Dove, and the Owl of Minerva Nov 24 2021 This study presents a
substantial revision to received ideas about the relationship between biblical and
ancient Greek conceptions of human nature.
Beneath the Raven's Moon Aug 10 2020 Twenty years after the mysterious
disappearance of her father, Catherine Carmichael returns to Ravenwood, the family

manor built by her grandfather. Amid ghostly servants, she must confront an evil
legacy and a handsome stranger who wants to help her unlock her family's secrets.
Original.
The Raven And The Crow Mar 17 2021 Two brothers struggling to find their place in
the world. For the elder sibling Kildare, every morning begins with the memory of
betrayal. Once governed by the principles of morality, Kildare has become an
instrument of blood and steel-where the speed of his sword arm metes out his own
brand of justice. Only the strength and resolve of his brother Zedaine keeps him from
succumbing to the ever-present rage that burns behind his dark eyes. While employed
by the mysterious sage Blade, the pair stumble upon Chameleon, a runaway
tribeswoman displaying extraordinary psychic powers. Their meeting, however, is no
chance encounter. A riddle Chameleon carries will change not only the future of the
three, but the fate of the entire world. Hundreds of miles away, Macklore, a powerful
wizard of Brisbane, has been dispatched to the volatile city of Gallanse. Smitten at the
sight of princess Lydia, Macklore defies his orders and finds himself thrust into the
middle of a bloody succession. When he openly supports Lydia's family, he is marked
for death by a cult of magi working to raise the psychotic prince Dragomir to the
throne. With few allies, Macklore must use his wits and innate magical powers to keep
Dragomir from the crown and himself alive. Racing towards Gallanse, Kildare and
Zedaine are torn between saving Macklore's life and exacting terrible vengeance upon
the man responsible for their betrayal.
Airman Jun 27 2019
The Raven Squad Nov 05 2022 An unsuspecting group of friends find themselves at
the forefront of a rebellion against the corrupt World Government. To the secret
organization known as the Society For Reform, this small group is key to the badly
needed reformation. With a skill and fortitude they didn't know they had, they persist
and come to be known as - The Raven Squad. A little adventure, a little mystery, and a
dose of steampunk. An inventor, an engineer, a steamship pilot, and an artist seem to be
an unlikely group to take down a corrupt government, but the four friends unwittingly
become deeply involved in a plot to dismantle a world government that works only for
its own interests. Written for the late teen through adult audience.
Spring Edition - The Raven Review May 31 2022
Mark of the Raven (The Ravenwood Saga Book #1) May 07 2020 Lady Selene is the
heir to the Great House of Ravenwood and the secret family gift of dreamwalking. As a
dreamwalker, she can enter a person's dreams and manipulate their greatest fears or
desires. For the last hundred years, the Ravenwood women have used their gift of
dreaming for hire to gather information or to assassinate. As she discovers her family's
dark secret, Selene is torn between upholding her family's legacy--a legacy that
supports her people--or seeking the true reason behind her family's gift. Her dilemma
comes to a head when she is tasked with assassinating the one man who can bring
peace to the nations, but who will also bring about the downfall of her own house. One
path holds glory and power, and will solidify her position as Lady of Ravenwood. The

other path holds shame and execution. Which will she choose? And is she willing to
pay the price for the path chosen?
The Raven's Pool Aug 22 2021 "Jake accelerated and recklessly took the next curve in
the road. He slowed and shifted gears. Twelve years, thirteen, he had searched for clues
to the Raven. It was not going to be easy. But he hated Clifford Radisson, hated him for
hurting Angeline. He couldn't kill the man so he would kill his dream. Even if it meant
the destruction of his own -" When half-Haida archaeologist Jake Lalonde arrives in
the San Juan Islands in search of the origins of the Raven myths, he is embroiled in a
battle with a ruthless developer who plots to turn his archaeological sites into a theme
park. He falls for a grad student, Angeline Lisbon, who is faced with a tough choice.
Jake and the protection of a sacred site or Radisson and his promise of wealth and
power. The developer is relentless, determined to take what he wants. And what he
wants is something much more sinister and much more ancient than either
archaeologist can imagine. "I finished your book at 1:15 am . . . What an emotional
read, a disturbing read, a fascinating read. So many levels, I can't stop thinking about it.
Now I need to read more about the Haida and others out west. You are a great
storyteller. Thank you for an amazing book." -Pam McColgan, Hamilton Ontario "I
enjoyed it immensely!" -Bill Fox, archaeologist, Parks Canada, Ucluelet B.C.
Eyes of the Raven Jan 15 2021 Journey into the prophetic future . . . into the fun,
exciting world of a make-believe raven who has some astonishing adventures on his
way to feed Elijah. The truth is incredible and sometimes dangerous.
The Raven's Curse Sep 10 2020 As Elijah and his friends search for the next piece of
armor, the bond that they have forged sustains them through personal crises and a
terrifying storm.
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